<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When</th>
<th>Where</th>
<th>What</th>
<th>Who</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9:00 am - 10:00 am | Kimmel 914 | Breakfast & Check-in for morning attendees | Andrew Maliszewski  
Rachel McGiboney                                                     |
| 9:00 am - 9:05 am   | Kimmel 914 | Welcome & Agenda                      | Peter Sidi, NYU IT Tableau Support Lead                              |
| 9:05 am - 9:15 am   | Kimmel 914 | What is Data Visualization?            | Angela Chen  
AVP Chief Data Architect                                               |
| 9:15 am - 9:45 am   | Kimmel 914 | Introductory Remarks                  | Eduardo Molina  
AVP Institutional Research                                              |
| 9:45 am - 10:30 am | Kimmel 914 | Intro to Prep & Desktop               | Stylistic and Practical Workshop                                    |
| 10:30 am - 10:45 am | Kimmel 914 | Viz Quiz - Break mingle! more coffee! check emails! | Dan Bradley, Tableau Doc  
Roman Usatin, Tableau Doc                                               |
| 10:45 am - 11:30 am | Kimmel 914 | Understanding the Power of Server     | Jeremy Weatherall, Tableau Doc  
Roman Usatin, Tableau Doc  
Dan Bradley, Tableau Doc                                                 |
| 11:30 am - 11:45 am | Kimmel 914 | Tableau FAQs                          | Rachel McGiboney  
Tableau Account Manager                                                  |
| 11:45 am - 12:00 am | Kimmel 914 | Self-Service BI program overview      | NYU IT Self Service BI team                                          |
| 12:00 pm          | Kimmel 912 | Lunch & Check-in for lunch attendees  |מודרנטס: אנדי מיליצאודסקי & רחלה מגיבוני                                 |
| 12:15 pm - 1:15 pm | Kimmel 914 | Using Data Daily - a panel discussion | Manny Cheng  
Program Administrator, Office of the Provost                         |
| 1:15 pm - 1:30 pm  | Kimmel 914 | Viz Quiz - Break mingle! more coffee! check emails! | Robert Squillace  
Clinical Professor, Liberal Studies, Faculty of Arts and Science      |
| 1:30 pm - 2:15 pm  | Kimmel 914 | NYU “Lessons Learned”                 | Him Mistry  
Manager, Data Services Research Technology Services                     |
| 2:15 pm - 2:45 pm  | Kimmel 914 | Order of Operations Workshop          | Stephen Helms  
Assistant Director for Data Management and Institutional Assessment     |
| 2:45 pm - 3:00 pm  | Kimmel 914 | Viz Quiz - Break mingle! more coffee! check emails! | NYU Weatherall, Tableau Doc  
Roman Usatin, Tableau Doc  
Dan Bradley, Tableau Doc                                                  |
| 3:00 pm - 3:30 pm  | Kimmel 914 | Tableau Prep Demo                    | NYU Weatherall, Tableau Doc  
Roman Usatin, Tableau Doc  
Dan Bradley, Tableau Doc                                                  |
| 3:30 pm - 4:00 pm  | Kimmel 914 | Getting Serious About Server          | NYU Weatherall, Tableau Doc  
Roman Usatin, Tableau Doc  
Dan Bradley, Tableau Doc                                                  |
| 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm  | Kimmel 914 | Networking                           | NYU Weatherall, Tableau Doc  
Roman Usatin, Tableau Doc  
Dan Bradley, Tableau Doc                                                  |
| 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm  | Kimmel 912 | The Doctors are In!                  | NYU IT, Andy, Amir, Rob, Peter, Jenny, Daniel                      |